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A PROCESSOR WITH A REPLAY SYSTEM THAT INCLUDES A REPLAY QUEUE

FOR IMPROVED THROUGHPUT

Cross-Reference To Related Applications

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application serial no. 09/106,857, _

filed June 30, 1998 and entitled "Computer Processor With a Replay System'^hich is a

continuation-in-part of application serial no. 08/746,547 filed November 13, 1996 entitled

"Processor Having Replay Architecture" now U.S. Patent No. 5,966,544.

Field

The invention generally relates to processors, and in particular to a replay system having a

replay queue.

Background

The primary function of most computer processors is to execute a stream of computer

instructions that are retrieved from a storage device. Many processors are designed to fetch an

instruction and execute that instruction before fetching the next instruction. Therefore, with these

processors, there is an assurance that any register or memory value that is modified or retrieved by
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a given instruction will be available to instructions following it. For example, consider the following

set of instructions:

1) Load memory- 1 - register-X;

2) Addl register-X register-Y register-Z;

3) Add2 register-Y register-Z -> register-W.

The first instruction loads the content ofmemory- 1 into register-X. The second instruction adds the

content of register-X to the content of register-Y and stores the result in register-Z. The third

instruction adds the content ofregister-Y to the content ofregister-Z and stores the result in register-

W. In this set of instructions, instructions 2 and 3 are considered "dependent" instructions that are

dependent on instruction 1 . In other words, ifregister-X is not loaded with valid data in instruction

1 before instructions 2 and 3 are executed, instructions 2 and 3 will generate improper results.

With the traditional "fetch and execute" processors, the second instruction will not be executed until

the first instruction has properly executed. For example, the second instruction may not be

dispatched to the processor until a cache hit/miss signal is received as a result ofthe first instruction.

Further, the third instruction will not be dispatched until an indication that the second instruction has

properly executed has been received. Therefore, it can be seen that this short program cannot be

executed in less time thanT^ + L
2
+ L

3 , where L, L
2
and L

3
represent the latency of the three

instructions. Hence, to ultimately execute the program faster, it will be necessary to reduce the

latencies of the instructions.

Therefore, there is a need for a computer processor that can schedule and execute instructions

with improved speed to reduce latencies.
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Summary

According to an embodiment ofthe present invention, a processor is provided that includes

an execution unit to execute instructions and a replay system coupled to the execution unit to replay

instructions which have not executed properly. The replay system includes a checker to determine

whether each instruction has executed properly and a replay queue coupled to the checker to

temporarily store one or more instructions for replay.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The foregoing and abetter understanding ofthe present invention will become apparent from

the following detailed description of exemplary embodiments and the claims when read in

connection with the accompanying drawings, all forming a part of the disclosure of this invention.

While the foregoing and following written and illustrated disclosure focuses on disclosing example

embodiments ofthe invention, it should be clearly understood that the same is by way ofillustration

and example only and is not limited thereto. The spirit and scope of the present invention being

limited only by the terms of the appended claims.

The following represents brief descriptions of the drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a computer system that includes a processor according

to an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a flow chart illustrating an example operation of instruction processing.

Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example format of an instruction provided in a replay path

according to an embodiment of the present invention.
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Detailed Description

I. Introduction

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a processor is provided that

speculatively schedules instructions for execution and includes a replay system. Speculative

scheduling allows the scheduling latency for instructions to be reduced. The replay system replays

instructions that were not correctly executed when they were originally dispatched to an execution

unit. For example, a memory load instruction may not execute properly if there is a L0 cache miss

during execution, thereby requiring the instruction to be replayed (or re-executed).

However, one challenging aspect of such a replay system is the possibility for long latency

instructions to circulate through the replay system and re-execute many times before executing

properly. One example of a long latency instruction could be a memory load instruction in which

there is a L0 cache miss and a LI cache miss (i.e., on-chip cache miss) on the first execution attempt.

As a result, the execution unit may then retrieve the data from an external memory device across an

external bus which can be very time consuming (e.g., requiring several hundred clock cycles). The

unnecessary and repeated re-execution ofthis long latency load instruction before its source data has

returned wastes valuable execution resources, prevents other instructions from executing and

increases application latency.

Therefore, according to an embodiment, a replay queue is provided for temporarily storing

the long latency instruction and its dependent instructions. When the long latency instruction is

ready for execution (e.g., when the source data for a memory load instruction returns from external

4
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memory), the long latency instruction and the dependent instructions can then be unloaded from the

replay queue for execution.

II. Overall System Architecture

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a computer system that includes a processor according

5 to an embodiment. The processor 100 includes a Front End 112, which may include several units,

such as an instruction fetch unit, an instruction decoder for decoding instructions (e.g., for decoding

complex instructions into one or more micro-operations or uops), a Register Alias Table (RAT) for

O mapping logical registers to physical registers for source operands and the destination, and an

4" instruction queue (IQ) for temporarily storing instructions. In one embodiment, the instructions

210 stored in the instruction queue are micro-operations or uops, but other types of instructions can be

S( used. The Front End 112 may include different or even additional units. According to an

M embodiment, each instruction includes up to two logical sources and one logical destination. The

fti sources and destination are logical registers within the processor 100. The RAT within the Front

^ End 1 1 2 maymap logical sources and destinations to physical sources and destinations, respectively.

1 5 Front End 1 1 2 is coupled to a scheduler 1 1 4. Scheduler 1 14 dispatches instructions received

from the processor Front End 1 12 (e.g., from the instruction queue of the Front End 1 12) when the

resources are available to execute the instructions. Normally, scheduler 1 14 sends out a continuous

stream of instructions. However, scheduler 1 14 is able to detect, by itself or by receiving a signal,

when an instruction should not be dispatched. When scheduler 1 14 detects this, it does not dispatch

20 an instruction in the next clock cycle. When an instruction is not dispatched, a "hole" is formed in

the instruction stream from the scheduler 1 14, and another device can insert an instruction in the
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hole. The instructions are dispatched from scheduler 1 14 speculatively. Therefore, scheduler 1 14

can dispatch an instruction without first determining whether data needed by the instruction is valid

or available.

Scheduler 1 14 outputs the instructions to a dispatch multiplexer (mux) 116. The output of

5 mux 116 includes two parallel paths, including an execution path (beginning at line 137) and a

replay path (beginning at line 139). The execution path will be briefly described first, while the

replay path will be described below in connection with a description of a replay system 117.

pi The output of the multiplexer 1 16 is coupled to an execution unit 118. Execution unit 118

4: executes received instructions. Execution unit 118 can be an arithmetic logic unit ("ALU"), a

JIO floating point ALU, a memory unit for performing memory loads (memory data reads) and stores

(memory data writes), etc. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 1 , execution unit 1 1 8 is a memory load

L unit that is responsible for loading data stored in a memory device to a register (i.e., a data read from

m memory).

*f| Execution unit 1 18 is coupled to multiple levels ofmemory devices that store data. First,

1 5 execution unit 1 1 8 is directly coupled to an L0 cache system 1 20, which may also be referred to as

a data cache. As described herein, the term "cache system" includes all cache related components,

including cache memory, and cache TAG memory and hit/miss logic that determines whether

requested data is found in the cache memory. L0 cache system 120 is the fastest memory device

coupled to execution unit 118. In one embodiment, L0 cache system 120 is located on the same

20 semiconductor die as execution unit 1 1 8, and data can be retrieved, for example, in approximately

4 clock cycles.
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Ifdata requested by execution unit 1 1 8 is not found in L0 cache system 1 20, execution unit

118 will attempt to retrieve the data from additional levels ofmemory devices through a memory

request controller 119. After the L0 cache system 120, the next level ofmemory devices is an LI

cache system 122. Accessing LI cache system 122 is typically 4-16 times as slow as accessing L0

cache system 120. In one embodiment, LI cache system 122 is located on the same processor chip

as execution unit 118, and data can be retrieved in approximately 24 clock cycles, for example.

Ifthe data is not found in LI cache system 122, execution unit 1 1 8 is forced to retrieve the data from

the next level memory device, which is an external memory device coupled to an external bus 102.

An external bus interface 124 is coupled to memory request controller 119 and external bus 102.

The next level ofmemory device after LI cache system 122 is an L2 cache system 106. Access to

L2 cache system 106 is typically 4-16 times as slow as access to LI cache system 122. In one

embodiment, data can be retrieved from L2 cache system 106 in approximately 200 clock cycles.

After L2 cache system 106, the next level of memory device is main memory 104, which

typically comprises dynamic random access memory ("DRAM"), and then disk memory 105.

Access to main memory 104 and disk memory 105 is substantially slower than access to L2 cache

system 106. In one embodiment, the computer system includes one external bus dedicated to L2

cache system 106, and another external bus used by all other external memory devices. In other

embodiments of the present invention, processor 100 can include greater or less levels ofmemory

devices than shown in Fig. 1. Disk memory 105, main memory 104 and L2 cache system 106 may

be considered external memory because they are coupled to the processor 100 via external bus 102.
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When attempting to load data to a register from memory, execution unit 118 first attempts

to load the data from the first and fastest level ofmemory devices (i.e., L0 cache system 120), and

then attempts to load the data from the second fastest level ofmemory (i.e., LI cache system 122)

and so on. Of course, the memory load takes an increasingly longer time as an additional memory

level is required to be accessed. When the data is finally found, the data retrieved by execution unit

1 18 is also stored in the lower levels ofmemory devices for future use.

For example, assume that a memory load instruction requires "data-l" to be loaded into a

register. Execution unit 118 will first attempt to retrieve data-l from L0 cache system 120. If it is

not found there, execution unit 118 will next attempt to retrieve data-l from LI cache system 122.

If it is not found there, execution unit 1 1 8 will next attempt to retrieve data-l from L2 cache system

106. If data-l is retrieved from L2 cache system 106, data-l will then be stored in LI cache system -

122 and L0 cache system 120 in addition to being retrieved by execution unit 118.

A. General Description Of Replay System

Processor 100 further includes a replay system 117. Replay system 117 replays instructions

that were not executed properly when they were initially dispatched by scheduler 114. Replay

system 117, like execution unit 118, receives instructions output by dispatch multiplexer 116.

Execution unit 118 receives instructions from mux 116 over line 137, while replay system 117

receives instructions over line 139.

Replay system 1 17 includes two staging sections. One staging section a plurality of staging

queues A, B, C and D, while a second staging section is provided as staging queues E and F. Staging

queues delay instructions for a fixed number of clock cycles. In one embodiment, staging queues
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A-F each comprise one or more latches. The number of stages can vary based on the amount of

staging or delay desired in each execution channel. Therefore, a copy ofeach dispatched instruction

is staged through staging queues A-D in parallel to being staged through execution unit 1 1 8. In this

manner, a copy of the instruction is maintained in the staging queues A-D and is provided to a

5 checker 150, described below. This copy ofthe instruction may then be routed back to mux 1 16 for

re-execution or "replay" if the instruction did not execute properly.

Replay system 117 further includes a checker 150 and a replay queue 170. Generally,

C5 checker 150 receives instructions output from staging queue D and then determines which

instructions have executed properly and which have not. If the instruction has executed properly,

H 0 the checker 1 50 declares the instruction "replay safe" and the instruction is forwarded to retirement

01 unit 152 where instructions are retired in program order. Retiring instructions is beneficial to

M processor 100 because it frees up processor resources, thus allowing additional instructions to begin

'

%

H execution.

An instruction may execute improperly for many reasons. The most common reasons are

15 a source dependency and an external replay condition. A source dependency can occur when a

source of a current instruction is dependent on the result of another instruction. This data

dependency can cause the current instruction to execute improperly ifthe correct data for the source

is not available at execution time (i.e., the result of the other instruction is not available as source

data at execution time).

20 A scoreboardl40 is coupled to the checker 150. Scoreboard 140 tracks the readiness of

sources. Scoreboard 140 keeps track of whether the source data was valid or correct prior to

9
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instruction execution. After the instruction has been executed, checker 150 can read or query the

scoreboard 140 to determine whether data sources were not correct. Ifthe sources were not correct

at execution time, this indicates that the instruction did not execute properly (due to a data

dependency), and the instruction should therefore be replayed.

5 Examples ofan external replay condition may include a cache miss (e.g., source data was not

found in L0 cache system 120 at execution time), incorrect forwarding of data (e.g., from a store

buffer to a load), hidden memory dependencies, a write back conflict, an unknown data/address, and

P serializing instructions. The L0 cache system 120 generates a L0 cache miss signal 128 to checker

f: 1 50 if there was a cache miss to L0 cache system 120 (which indicates that the source data for the

210 instruction was not found in L0 cache system 120). Other signals can similarly be generated to

m checker 1 50 to indicate the occurrence ofother external replay conditions. In this manner, checker

M 150 can determine whether each instruction has executed properly.

PU If the checker 150 determines that the instruction has not executed properly, the instruction

will then be returned to multiplexer 1 16 to be replayed (i.e., re-executed). Each instruction to be

15 replayed will be returned to mux 116 via one of two paths. Specifically, if the checker 150

determines that the instruction should be replayed, the Replay Queue Loading Controller 154

determines whether the instruction should be sent through a replay loop 156 including staging

queues E and F, or whether the instruction should be temporarily stored in a replay queue 1 70 before

returning to mux 116. Instructions routed via the replay loop 156 are coupled to mux 1 16 via line

20 161. Instructions can also be routed by controller 154 for temporary storage in replay queue 170

(prior to replay). The instructions stored in replay queue 1 70 are output or unloaded under control
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of replay queue unloading controller 179. The instructions output from replay queue 170 are

coupled to mux 116 via line 171. The operation of replay queue 170, Replay Queue Loading

Controller 154 and Replay Queue Unloading Controller 179 are described in detail below.

In conjunction with sending a replayed instruction to mux 1 16, checker 150 sends a "stop

5 scheduler" signal 151 to scheduler 114. According to an embodiment, stop scheduler signal 151 is

sent to scheduler 1 1 4 in advance ofthe replayed instruction reaching the mux 1 1 6 (either from replay

loop 1 56 or replay queue 1 70). In one embodiment, stop scheduler signal 1 5 1 instructs the scheduler

114 not to schedule an instruction on the next clock cycle. This creates an open slot or "hole" in the

4* instruction stream output from mux 1 16 in which a replayed instruction can be inserted. A stop

J| 0 scheduler signalmay also be issued from the replay queue unloading controller 1 79 to scheduler 1 1 4.

III- The Need For A Replay Queue

m According to one embodiment, all instructions that did not execute properly (i.e., where

nJ checker 150 determined that the instructions were not replay safe) can be routed by controller 154

to mux 1 16 via replay loop 156 (including staging queues E and F). In such a case, all instructions,

1 5 regardless ofthe type ofinstruction or the specific circumstances under which they failed to execute

properly, will be routed back to the mux 116 via line 161 for replay. This works fine for short

latency instructions which will typically require only one or a small number ofpasses or iterations

through replay loop 156.

As noted above, the instructions of processor 100 may be speculatively scheduled for

20 execution (i.e., before actually waiting for the correct source data to be available) on the expectation

that the source data will be available for the majority ofthe memory load instructions (for example).
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If it turns out that the source data was not available in L0 cache system 120 at the time ofexecution,

(indicated by L0 cache miss signal 128 being asserted), the checker 150 determines that the

instruction is not replay safe and sends the instruction back to mux 1 16 for replay.

During the period of time while the memory load instruction is being staged in staging

queues E, F and A-D for replay, the execution unit 118 will attempt to retrieve the data from

additional levels ofmemory devices through a memory request controller 119, and then store the

retrieved data in L0 cache system 120 for the next iteration (the next execution attempt). A L0 cache

miss, LI cache hit may be considered to be a relatively common case for some systems.

According to an embodiment, the delay provided through the replay loop 156 (including

through staging queues E-F and A-D) is designed or optimized for an L0 cache miss and a LI cache

hit. In other words, the delay provided through replay loop 156 is usually sufficient to allow data

to be retrieved from the LI cache system and stored back in the L0 cache system 120 prior to

execution the second time (i.e., assuming a L0 cache miss and a LI cache hit on the first execution

of the instruction). For relatively short latency instructions like these (e.g., where there was a L0

cache miss and a LI cache hit), only one or few iterations through the replay loop 1 56 will typically

be required before the instruction will execute properly.

However, there may be one or more long latency instructions which will require many

iterations through the replay loop 156 before finally executing properly. If the instruction did not

execute properly on the first attempt, the checker 1 50 may determine whether the instruction requires

a relatively long period oftime to execute (i.e., a long latency instruction), requiring several passes
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through the replay loop 156 before executing properly. There are many examples of long latency

instructions. One example is a divide instruction which may require many clock cycles to execute.

Another example of a long latency instruction is a memory load or store instruction where

there was an L0 cache system miss and an LI cache system miss. In such a case, an external bus

request will be required to retrieve the data for the instruction. If access across an external bus is

required to retrieve the desired data, the access delay is substantially increased. To retrieve data from

an external memory, the memory request controller 119 may be required to arbitrate for ownership

of the external bus 102 and then issue a bus transaction (memory read) to bus 102, and then await

return of the data from one of the external memory devices. As an example, according to an

embodiment, approximately 200 clock cycles may be required to retrieve data from amemory device

on an external bus versus 4-24 clock cycles to retrieve data from L0 cache system 120 or LI cache

system 122. Thus, due to the need to retrieve data from an external memory device across the

external bus 102, this load instruction where there was a LI cache miss may be considered to be a

long latency instruction.

During this relatively long period of time while the long latency instruction is being

processed (e.g., while the data is being retrieved across the external bus 102 for a LI cache miss),

the instruction may circulate tens or even hundreds of iterations through the replay loop 156. Each

time the long latency instruction is replayed before the source data has returned, this instruction

unnecessarily occupies a slot in the output of mux 116 and uses execution resources which could

have been allocated to other instructions which are ready to execute properly. Moreover, there may

be many additional instructions which are dependent upon the result of this long latency load
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instruction. As a result, each ofthese dependent instructions also will similarly repeatedly circulate

through the replay loop 1 56 without properly executing. All ofthese dependent instructions will not

execute properly until after the data for the long latency instruction returns from the external memory

device, occupying and wasting even additional execution resources. Thus, the many unnecessary

and excessive iterations through the replay loop 156 before the return of the data wastes valuable

resources, wastes power and increases the application latency.

For example, where several calculations are being performed for displaying pixels on a

display, an instruction for one of the pixels may be a long latency instruction, e.g., requiring a

memory access to an external memory device. There may be many non-dependent instructions for

other pixels behind this long latency instruction that do not require an external memory access. As

a result, by continuously replaying the long latency instruction and its many dependent instructions

thereon, the non-dependent instructions for the other pixels may be precluded from execution. Once

the long latency instruction has properly executed, execution slots and resources become available

and the instructions for the other pixels can then be executed. An improved solution would be to

allow the non-dependent instructions to execute in parallel while the long latency instruction awaits

return of its data.

According to an embodiment, an advantageous solution to this problem is to temporarily

store the long latency instruction in a replay queue 1 70 along with its dependent instructions. When

the data for the long latency instruction returns from the external memory device, the long latency

instruction and its dependent instructions can then be unloaded from the replay queue 170 and sent

14
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to mux 116 for replay. In this manner, the long latency instruction will typically not "clog" or

unnecessarily delay execution of other non-dependent instructions.

Therefore, the advantages of using a replay queue in this manner include:

a) prudent and efficient use of execution resources - execution resources are not wasted on

b) power savings - since power is not wasted on executing long latency instructions before

their data is available;

c) reduce overall latency of application - since independent instructions are permitted to

Si execute in parallel while the data is being retrieved from external memory for the long latency

0 instruction; and

0 ] d) instructions having different and unknown latencies canbe accommodated using the same

= ] hardware because, according to an embodiment, the instruction in the replay queue will be executed

yj?
upon return of the data (whenever that occurs).

yp IV. Operation Of the Replay Queue and Corresponding Control Logic

1 5 According to an embodiment, a long latency instruction is identified and loaded into replay

queue 1 70. One or more additional instructions (e.g., which may be dependent upon the long latency

instruction) may also be loaded into the replay queue 170. When the condition causing the

instruction to not complete successfully is cleared (e.g., when the data returns from the external bus

after a cache miss or after completion of a division or multiplication operation or completion of

20 another long latency instruction), the replay queue 170 is then unloaded so that the long latency

instruction and the others stored in replay queue 170 may then be re-executed (replayed).

5 instructions which have no hope of executing properly at that time;

15
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According to one particular embodiment, replay queue loading controller 154 detects a LI

cache miss (indicating that there was both a L0 cache miss and a LI cache miss). As shown in the

example embodiment of Fig. 1, LI cache system 122 detects a LI cache miss and generates or

outputs a LI cache miss signal 130 to controller 154. Because there was also a L0 cache miss, L0

cache miss signal 128 is also asserted (an external replay condition), indicating to checker 150 that

the instruction did not execute properly. Because the instruction did not execute properly, checker

150 provides the instruction received from staging queue D to replay queue loading controller 154.

Controller 154 must then determine whether to route the replay instruction to mux 1 16 via replay

loop 156 or via replay queue 170.

According to an embodiment, ifthe replay queue loading controller 154 determines that the

instruction is not a long latency instruction, the instruction is sent to mux 1 16 for replay via replay

loop 156. However, if controller 154 determines that the instruction is a long latency instruction

(e.g., where an external memory access is required), the controller 1 54 will load the instruction into

replay queue 170. In addition, replay queue loading controller 154 must also determine what

instructions behind the long latency (or agent) instruction should also be placed into replay queue

170. Preferably, all instructions that are dependent upon the long latency instruction (or agent

instruction) should also be placed in the replay queue 170 because these will also not execute

properly until return ofthe data for the agent instruction. However, it can sometimes be difficult to

identify dependent instructions because there can be hidden memory dependencies, etc. Therefore,

according to an embodiment, once the long latency or agent instruction has been identified and

loaded into the replay queue 170, all additional instructions which do not execute properly and have

16
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a sequence number greater than that ofthe agent instruction (i.e., are programmatically younger than

the agent instruction) will be loaded into the replay queue 170 as well.

Replay queue unloading controller 179 preferably receives a signal when the condition

causing the instruction to not complete or execute successfully has been cleared (e.g., when the long

latency instruction in the replay queue 170 is ready to be executed). As an example, when the data

for the long latency instruction returns from the external memory device, the external bus interface

124 asserts the data return signal 126 to replay queue unloading controller 179. Replay queue

unloading controller 179 then unloads the instruction(s) stored in the replay queue 170, e.g., in a

first-in, first-out (FIFO) manner, to mux 1 16 for replay (re-execution). The expectation is that the

long latency instruction (and its dependents ) will now properly execute because the long latency

instruction is ready to be executed (e.g., the source data for the long latency instruction is now

available in L0 cache system 120).

A. Arbitration/Priority

As described above, mux 1 16 will receive instructions from three sources: instructions from

scheduler 1 14, instructions provided via line 161 from replay loop 1 56 and instructions provided via

line 171 which are output from replay queue 170 (e.g., after return of the source data for the agent

instruction). However, mux 116 can output or dispatch only one instruction per execution port at

a time to execution unit 118. Therefore, an arbitration (or selection) mechanism should be provided

to determine which of three instruction paths should be output or selected by mux 1 16 in the event

instructions are provided on more than one path. If instructions are provided only from scheduler

1 14, then the instructions provided over line 115 from scheduler 1 14 are the default selection for

17
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mux 116,

According to an embodiment, the checker 150, controller 1 54 and controller 1 79 can arbitrate

to decide which path will be selected for output by mux 116. Once the checker 150 and controllers

154 and 175 have determined which path will be selected for output, the replay loop select signal

5 163 may be asserted to select the instruction from the replay loop 156, or the replay queue select

signal 175 may be asserted to select the instruction output from the replay queue 170. If the

instruction path from scheduler 1 14 is selected for output, then neither select signal 163 nor select

CI signal 179 will be asserted (indicating the default selection from scheduler 1 14).

4* Checker 150 and controllers 154 and 179 may use any of several arbitration algorithms to

23 0 determine which of three instruction paths should be output or selected by mux 1 16 in the event

m instructions are provided on more than one path. A couple of example arbitration (or selection)

M algorithms will be described, but the present invention is not limited thereto.

Hi 1. Fixed Priority Scheme

^ According to one embodiment, a fixed priority scheme may be used, for example, where the

15 replay queue 170 is given priority over the replay loop 156, which is given priority over the

scheduler 1 14. Other fixed priority schemes may be used as well.

2. Age Priority Scheme

A second possible arbitration algorithm is where the oldest instruction is given priority for

execution (i.e., oldest instruction is selected by mux 1 1 6) regardless ofthe path. In this embodiment,

20 checker 150 and controllers 154 and 179 may compare the age of an instruction in the replay loop

156 to the age of an instruction to be output from the scheduler 1 14 to the age of an instruction to
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be output from the replay queue 170 (assuming an instruction is prepared to be output from the

replay queue 170). According to an embodiment, the age comparison between instructions may be

performed by comparing sequence numbers ofinstructions, with a smaller or lower sequence number

indicating a programmatically older (or preceding) instruction, which would be given priority in this

scheme. In the event that an instruction is output from checker 1 50 to be replayed and an instruction

is output from replay queue 170 to mux 116 for execution, the replayed instruction output from

checker 150 may be stored in the replay queue 170.

B. Example Instruction Format

Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example format ofan instruction provided in a replay path

according to an embodiment. As shown in Fig. 3, the instruction that is staged along the replay path

(e.g., beginning at line 137) may include several fields, such as the sources (sourcel 302 and source2

304), a destination 306 and an operation field that identifies the operation to be performed (e.g.,

memory load). A sequence number 310 is also provided to identify the age or order of the

instructions.

C. Another Example

Fig. 2 is a flow chart illustrating an example operation of instruction processing. At block

205 , an instruction is output by mux 1 1 6 (from one ofthe three paths). At block 2 1 0, the instruction

is executed by execution unit 118. At block 215, checker 150 determines whether the instruction

executed properly or not. Ifthe instruction executed properly (i.e., the instruction is "replay safe"),

the instruction is sent to retirement unit 152, block 220. If the instruction did not execute properly

(e.g., failed replay), then the process proceeds to block 225.
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At block 225, it is determined whether the instruction is an agent instruction (or a long

latency instruction). One example way that this is performed is by replay queue loading controller

154 receiving a LI cache miss signal 130 if there is a LI cache miss. There are other instances

where a long latency or agent instruction can be detected (such as a divide instruction). If this

instruction is an agent or long latency instruction, the instruction is loaded into replay queue 170,

If the instruction is not an agent instruction, process proceeds to block 230. At block 230,

the controller 154 determines if there is already an agent instruction in the replay queue. If there is

no agent instruction in queue 1 70, the instruction is placed into the replay loop 1 56 for replay, block

Next, the checker 150 and/or controller 154 determines whether this instruction is younger

than the agent instruction in the replay queue, by comparing sequence numbers of the two

instructions. If the instruction is younger than the agent instruction in the replay queue 170, the

instruction is then loaded into the replay queue 170 to wait until the agent instruction is ready to be

properly executed or when the condition that caused the agent to improperly execute to be cleared

or resolved (e.g., to wait until the data for the agent returns from the external memory device).

It is also possible for multiple agent instructions to be loaded into replay queue. In such

case, each agent instruction and its dependent instructions in the queue may be unloaded based on

the agent being able to execute properly(e.g., source data for the agent returning from an external

memory device). According to one embodiment, all instructions in the replay queue 170 may be

unloaded when first agent instruction in the queue 170 is ready to be executed properly (e.g., when

block 245.

250.
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the data has returned from the external bus). In an alternative embodiment, only those dependent

instructions stored in the replay queue 1 70 after the agent that is ready to execute and before the next

agent are unloaded when the agent is ready to execute properly. In the case of multiple agent

instructions, the steps of Fig. 2 may be performed in parallel for each agent instruction.

Therefore, it can be seen from the embodiment of Fig. 2, that a (non-agent) instruction is

placed in the replay queue 170 if three conditions are met (according to an example embodiment):

a) the instruction did not properly execute (otherwise, the instruction will be retired, not

replayed); and

b) there is already an agent instruction in the replay queue 170 (an active agent);and

c) the instruction is programmatically younger than the agent instruction in the replay queue

170 (i.e., a greater sequence number than the agent).

Several embodiments of the present invention are specifically illustrated and/or described

herein. However, it will be appreciated that modifications and variations of the present invention

are covered by the above teachings and within the purview ofthe appended claims without departing

from the spirit and intended scope of the invention.
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